Formation of division spindles in higher plant meiosis.
Depolymerisation of the MT cytoskeleton during late prophase makes it impossible to follow the cytoskeleton cycle in centrosomeless plant meiocytes. This paper describes rearrangements of the MT cytoskeleton during plant meiotic spindle formation in normally dividing pollen mother cells in various higher plant species and forms in which the cytoskeleton does not depolymerise at prophase. In such variants of the wild-type, cytoskeleton rearrangements can be observed at late prophase/early prometaphase. Radial MT bundles coalesce in the meridian plane, reorientate tangentially, curve and give rise to a developed ring-shaped perinuclear cytoskeleton system at the meridian. During nuclear envelope breakdown this ring disintegrates and splits into a set of free MT bundles. Three sub-stages of prometaphase are indicated: early prometaphase (disintegration of perinuclear ring and invasion of MTs into the former nuclear area), middle prometaphase or chaotic stage (formation of bipolar spindle fibres), and late prometaphase (formation of bipolar spindle). Analysis of a range of abnormal phenotypes (disintegrated, multiple, polyarchal, chaotic spindles) reveals two previously unknown processes during late prometaphase: axial orientation and consolidation of the spindle fibres.